PERFORMANCETEAM

OUR GOAL

COMMITMENT

Our performance team is
designed to give dancers an
extraordinary outlet for their
love of dance. The Teams
education process and
environment is composed of
team bonding, heightened
technique, performance value,
self evaluation and self
confidence.

Being a part of any team is a
large commitment.
Attendance is the first step
towards being a better dancer/
performer. The second step is
more than just attending, it is
being present in mind and
body. Once those two things
are done repeatedly, the rest
will come naturally. Everyone
succeeds when these things
are practiced, and everyone
loses out when they are not.

PERFORMANCES
We are not a competitive
dance team. We are an all
inclusive performance
team. We do, however,
participate and compete in
a few competitions a year.
This helps both teachers
and performers see
criticism from neutral
dance professionals. We
rarely encourage
“winning.” We like to
instead, encourage
performing their very best,
self improvement, making
the people who love you
proud, and most of all,
being proud of yourself.

REQUIREMENTS
BALLET
BALLET is the foundation of dance. As we are a
Ballet based school, we require all of our students
to take Ballet. For our Team students Ballet class
attendance is mandatory. If they miss a class for
whatever reason, it MUST be made up that week.
Team members MUST attend all of their Ballet
classes the week of a performance or they may
NOT perform. Not every Team member is going
to love Ballet but they must apply themselves in
order to succeed.

ATTENDANCE
ATTENDANCE is one of the most important
requirements of being on Team. Students may
NOT miss BALLET/ TECHNIQUE or
REHEARSALS. If Ballet classes are missed, they
will need to be made up that week. Dancers are
NOT allowed to miss rehearsals. If a dancer is ill
or injured they MUST come watch and take notes
the entire duration. If a student is contagious they
may stay home but this is the only exception.
For all other classes they are allowed 2 absences
from September to December and 2 from January
to June.

Team Gear
Team members are required to have:
Team Jacket
Team Bag
Sparkle Shoes
Tan Tights
Black Shorts
Nude Leotard
Black Leotard
Team Hair Piece
Team Shirt
All these items are purchased through
Fortitude for Dance.

TECHNIQUE
TECHNIQUE is a vital part of every Team
member’s curriculum. In technique, we follow up
with Ballet technique and take a closer in depth
look at our bodies, muscular and skeletal systems
and how it works. We teach them what their body
requires to achieve success, in skills and
performance value. All of our Team members pair
technique with their Ballet class(s). For some, this
might be Jazz and for others, it may be a
separate class. See the leveling page for details.

PERFORMANCES
ALL PERFORMANCES are mandatory. The only
exception is extreme illness which will require a
doctor’s note.

ATTITUDE
The biggest requirement to be on Team is the
love of dance. Dancers must really want to dance
and to be a part of our team.
Respect falls under this requirement as well. All
dancers must respect their teachers and parents
before and during this year long commitment.

Summer
Summer Camps - Intensives and Summer
classes are a requirement to be on Team. All
Team members must attend our Ballet and Team
Intensives. Before our Team Intensive, all
members must audition for level placement and
experience. Our upper level dancers are required
to take summer Ballet classes and we suggest it
to everyone else. Students interested in being
placed in Acro classes and Acro pieces must
attend Circus Camp.

EVENTS
PERFORMANCES

WINTER & SPRING SHOW

We are not a competition team. We are a
performance team! We do participate in
competitions but they perform more than they
compete. We recently added the New Hampshire
Youth Dance Festival to our list of Performances.

Team members participate in both our Winter and
Spring shows. We have auditions for lead roles in
our Winter show and always encourage our team
members to participate in the audition process for
the experience! Our Spring show is a general
theme and allows our team to perform their team
dances in the Spring show as a final result of a
year’s worth of hard work!

HOME TOWN PERFORMANCES
We try to be as involved in as many local
performances as we can. We perform at the
Manchester Monarchs and NH Fishercats games.
We also participate in Intown Manchester's
Christmas Parade as well as anything that comes
our way. We have, in the past, performed at
Barnes & Nobles Yule Ball and in retirement/
nursing homes in Manchester. We are always
looking for local performance opportunities!

TEAM AWARDS
At the end of each season we have a team
awards event/outing. They experience a long
year of hard work and team bonding and we find
that it is wonderful to end the season on a high
note! Each year the event varies but it is always a
wonderful time!

OTHER FUN
We also hold multiple team bonding events and
outings throughout the year, such as attending
shows at the Palace, team dinners, movie nights
and so much more!

COMPETITION
Competitions enhance performance ability and
confidence in performing and auditioning. As a
whole team, we typically participate in two
competitions with an optional third at the end of
the season. We use critiques from each
competition for growth, goal setting, praise, self
and team reflection. We really strive to have a
month between competitions so their is room for
this growth.

PICTURE DAY
Each year we hold a picture day. Every Team
member is required to attend and be in the
photographs. You are not required to purchase
them but it makes a complete picture for those
that do!

LEVELS
BREAKDOWN
Tiny. 4-6yrs
Mini. 7-9yrs
Junior. 9-11yrs
Teen. 12-15yrs
Senior. 15+
BRAVISSIMO COMPANY: Dancers who are

SERIOUS about dance and would like a larger
commitment and may be thinking about a
professional career in dance. *Audition required.
Pre-Team: Preparatory year of shadowing and
learning about our team, while being included and
invited to events.

Tiny & Mini
Tiny Dancers must take:
Ballet
Jazz
Attend Their Team Rehearsals
Mini Dancers must take:
Ballet
Jazz
Stretch & Flex
Attend Their Team Rehearsals

Junior & Teen
Junior Dancers must take:
Ballet
Jazz or Contemporary
Stretch & Flex
Attend Their Team Rehearsals
Summer Ballet classes
Teen Dancers must take:
2+ Ballet Classes
Jazz or Contemporary
Technique
Stretch & Flex
Attend Their Team Rehearsals
Summer Ballet classes

LEVEL DETERMINATION
Our Staff determines the level a team dancer is
placed in by using this formula.
#1. Age
#2. Skill
#3. Attitude & Commitment
#4. Love of dance/Drive

COMPANY
We want all of our dancers to be well rounded but our
goal is to have our Company dancers gain versatility!
Summer Commitment:
Our Company students are required to take summer
Ballet classes, this keeps them growing as dancers
and makes back to dance in the fall an easier
transition.
Attendance Commitment:
We are very strict on their attendance, if they miss any
class, they MUST make it up. Absenteeism from
rehearsals are not allowed. Mandatory school events
and serious illness do not count. A sick/non contagious
dancer must come to class and observe. Optional
school events count and will not be excused. This is
the way it works in the professional dance world and
we strive to instill this in our dancers.
Classes Commitment:
2+ Ballet Classes
Jazz
Contemporary
Technique
Stretch & Flex
Attend Their Team Rehearsals
Performance Commitment:
Company members will attend all the competitions and
performances with the team they are also required to
attend…
1 additional Competition
1 Convention
2 Workshops
Tuition Commitment:
Being a company member comes with an unlimited
membership for classes. As mentioned above we want
them to have an outlet to become versatile.
Their tuition also includes rehearsals for Team
production, 1 Company group dance and small
groups.
*Does not include Solo’s, Duo’s or Trio’s.

COST
TEAM LEVEL

HOURS OF
DANCE

MONTHLY
TUITION

Tiny

2.5

$110

Mini

3.5

$129

4

$152

6.25

$201

7+

$215

7.25+

$230

Junior
Teen
Senior
Company

COST includes their required classes and
their Team Production Piece. This does not
include other dances they may be awarded
after auditions or other classes that are not
required but they wish to take.
The cost of extra pieces and extra classes
are listed below.
PRICES and scheduling have been
adjusted to accommodate a higher
education for technique. Since all the team
dances are learned at the Team Intensive,
rehearsals have been shortened to make
room for more time for technique.
TEAM DISCOUNT
Team children tend to take the most classes
because of their required classes and
because they simply love dance. We try to
encourage that love of dance and reward
them with a 5% discount (as listed).

EXTRA & SPECIALTY PIECES

PRICES

0.50 Class

$26

0.75 Class

$39

1.0 Class

$52

1.0+ Class

$65

Large Groups 3 hours per month

$18

Small Groups 1 hour per month

$12

Trios (3) 1 hour per month

$17

Duos (2) 1 hour per month

$22

Solos (1) 3 hours per month

$35

REGISTRATION
During the registration process in the Fall,
we do not require Team members to pay
June tuition in advance with their
registration fee. We know they have made a
year long commitment and therefore team
families pay tuition from September to June.
COSTUMES
We try very hard to keep the cost of
costumes down as team members
purchase several of them. Whether it’s
reusing a costume, picking a basic costume
or a clearance item, we do our best with
your wallet in mind. *Purchasing Team
costumes and Team registrations will now
take place on the first night of the Team
Intensive. This ensures our costumes will
arrive in a timely manner and secures you
early registration!

